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    This study proposes an estimation method not only velocity dependent motion variables but also altitude information 
of a vehicle. For the estimation of the variables, Wide-Field-Integration (WFI) of optic flow algorithm is applied to image 
data obtained by onboard cameras. In this paper, first optic flow representations for vehicle motion is extended so that they 
are applicable to images obtained by cameras off from the mass center of a vehicle. Then, to make the altitude estimation 
possible, the extended procedure is applied to optic flow obtained by two cameras: one is placed at mass center of a vehicle, 
and another is a different position. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by numerical simulations 
considering sensor noises. 
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Nomenclature 
 

F  :  sensitivity function 
F  :  reference frame 
Q  :  position vector of a photoreceptor 
Q  :  motion parallax vector 
p   :  angular rate around xb-axis 
q   :  angular rate around yb-axis 
r   :  angular rate around zb-axis 
u   :  translational velocity along xb-axis 
v   :  translational velocity vector w.r.t. Fb 
v   :  translational velocity along yb-axis 
w   :  translational velocity along zb-axis 
x   :  state variables 
z   :  altitude 
  :  elevation angle 
  :  azimuth angle 
  :  nearness function 
   :  numerator of nearness function 
ω  :  rotational velocity vector w.r.t. Fb 

Superscript 
  :  elevational direction 
  :  azimuth direction 

Subscripts 
b :  body fixed 
t :  terrain fixed 

 
1.  Introduction 
 
  For deep space exploration missions, autonomy is one of 
the key technologies because the time delay of commands 
from Earth is extremely long. Thus, in the vicinity of target 
celestial bodies, autonomous motion control of space probes 

should be established by using onboard sensors, because 
exogenous position sensors (e.g. Global Positioning System: 
GPS) cannot be used. Furthermore, such autonomous control 
systems are desirable to be light weight, small size, and low 
computation.  
  Wide-Field-Integration (WFI) of optic flow is one of the 
promising techniques, because it has the desirable features 
stated above. WFI of optic flow is a motion estimation method 
inspired by a biological research on the visual processing 
systems of flying insects’ compound eyes. 1)-6) Optic flow is 
the vector field of relative motion to environments, and the 
integration over a wide field of optic flow (i.e. WFI of optic 
flow) makes the motion estimation robust even in unknown 
environments. In the standard procedure for WFI of optic flow, 
the translational and rotational velocities of a vehicle are 
estimated by using other sensor outputs for the altitude and 
attitude information. Usually, the altitude is measured with a 
laser sensor, while the attitude information is obtained by 
Inertial Navigation System, e.g. accelerometer, gyroscope, 
magnetic sensor, etc.  
  This paper discusses a method to estimate not only the 
translational and rotational velocities but also the vehicle’s 
altitude information.7), 8) The altitude estimation by WFI of 
optic flow are investigated as, 1) a backup system of a laser 
sensor, 2) an alternative method when a laser sensor is useless 
due to engine plume in a final touch down phase, and 3) 
expanded theory from academic viewpoints. First, the 
fundamental relation between vehicle’s motion and optic flow 
obtained by a camera is generalized for arbitrary camera 
positions. Then, by utilizing two sets of optic flow obtained 
by two image sensors, the altitude estimation method is 
introduced. Finally, the proposed method is verified by 
numerical simulations considering sensor noises.  
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2.  Estimation Procedure in Standard WFI of Optic Flow 
 
  This section first reintroduces the relation between a 
vehicle’s motion and optic flow obtained. Then, a standard 
WFI of optic flow process is explained under the assumption 
that a camera is placed at the mass center of the vehicle.  
 
2.1.  Optic flow  

Consider a vehicle moving a vicinity of a celestial surface, 
and define two reference frames: an inertial frame Ft fixed to 
the surface, and the vehicle fixed frame Fb whose origin is 
placed at the mass center of a vehicle (Fig. 1). The optic flow 
is the vector field of relative velocities between the vehicle 
and the environment.  

Assume an image sensor is placed at the mass center of the 
vehicle, and its image surface is a sphere of unit radius 
denoted with S2. Moreover, there are photoreceptors on the 
spherical image surface, and the positions of the 
photoreceptors are defined with the azimuth and elevation 
angles; these angles are both measured positive from the xb- 
and zb-axes of the frame Fb, respectively. Then, the position of 
a photoreceptor is described from two sequential rotations for 
the azimuth and elevation angles,   and  , as follows: 

  sin cos sin sin cos
T    Q . (1) 

Consider that the fiducial point on the surface is stationary 
to Ft, and that the reference frame Fb fixed to the vehicle, 
which is moving with v = [u v w]T and ω = [ p q r ]T. Then, 
the motion parallax vector Q  is defined as the time 
derivative of Q on the spherical imaging surface. Then optic 
flow can be expressed as 8) 

   T    Q ω Q v v Q Q , (2) 

where   is defined as the inverse of the distance to a point 
on the celestial surface. Then, the two component of optic 
flow along the azimuth and elevation directions can be 
expressed from Eq. (2) as follows. 

  Q pc c qc s rs us vc             , (3) 

  Q ps qc uc c vc s ws             , (4) 

where c(*) and s(*) indicate cos(*) and sin(*), respectively. 
2.2.  Motion estimation by WFI of optic flow 
  The research on optic flow has started over 50 years ago. 
8)-10) However, precise motion estimation by using optic flow 
is difficult, because optic flow is very sensitive to the 
uncertainty of surface profiles and sensor noises.  

Thus, WFI of optic flow has been introduced to utilize a 
wide range of optic flow for better estimation. 11)-18) The 
obtained optic flow is integrated with space functions F , 
which are called “sensitivity functions”. By using the 
sensitivity functions, sensor outputs y is obtained as follows: 
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T

S
y d  Q F ,  (5) 

where sind d d       is a solid angle on the spherical 
image surface. Furthermore, the space integration in Eq. (5) 
can be replaced with Riemann sum at the photoreceptor 
positions without degrading estimation accuracy, 15) as follow. 
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where  ,k k   and N indicates the position and the number 
of the photoreceptors on the spherical image surface. 
  For three-dimensional motion estimation, spherical 
harmonics are frequently used as the sensitivity functions. 
Furthermore, to distinguish the azimuth and elevational 
directional components of optic flow, this study uses the 
following form of sensitivity functions. 19) 
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where subscript j indicates the j-th spherical harmonics. Thus, 
by using up to M-th spherical harmonics, the following output 
vector is obtained for optic flow components measured by 
photoreceptors. 
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  On the other hand, WFI of optic flow virtually supposes a 
flat, infinite, and horizontal plane instead of uncertain surface 
profiles. Then, the nearness function   in Eqs. (3) and (4) 
can be expressed as follows: 

 
s c s s s s c c c c

z

            
 , (9) 

where z is the “altitude” from the virtual plane,   and   
are the roll and pitch angles of the vehicle expressed in the 
3-2-1 Euler angle sequence. Thus, the output y in Eq. (8) can 

 

Fig.1.  Spherical image model for WFI of optic flow. 
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be also evaluated from the flat surface assumption by using 
Eqs. (3), (4) and (9). The following 6-state variables appears 
linearly in the output equations, 

  Tu v w p q rx . (10) 

Thus, for the expression y Cx , the standard procedure for 
WFI of optic flow can estimate the 6-motion variables by 
using the pseudo inverse matrix †C  as follows: 

 †x C y . (11) 

 
3.  Effect of Sensor Position on Optic Flow 
 

In previous section, image sensors are assumed to be placed 
at the mass center of vehicles, and the optic flow measured by 
such cameras is expressed as Eq. (2). Here, the effect of the 
camera’s position off from the mass center is discussed, and a 
simple countermeasure to cope with is introduced. 

The first and second terms in the right hand side of Eq. (2) 
are linear for the angular and translational velocities, 
respectively. Thus, the equation can be rewritten in a simple 
form as 

 
( , )

z

  
 Q Aω Bv , (12) 

where 

0
,

0

c c c s s s c

s c c c c s s

      
      

    
         

A B , 

and ( , )    is the numerator in the right hand side of Eq. (9). 
The camera’s position off from the vehicle’s mass center 
effects in two parts of Eq. (12): altitude z and velocity vector v. 
The altitude at the camera position is different from that at the 
mass center (see Fig. 2). Thus, in the same way as Eq. (1), 
define the vector P for the position of the camera w.r.t. Fb as 

  c c c c csin cos sin sin cos
T

P     P , (13) 

where P indicates the distance from the mass center, i.e. 
P  P . Then, the altitude at the camera position can be 
described by considering the translational matrix from Fb to Ft,

tbR , as follows. 

 
 

tb
c z

c c c c c .

z z

z P s s c c s s c c c c         

    
    

R P
 (14) 

On the other hand, the camera’s velocity vector vc can be 
expressed from Fig. 3 as follows: 

 c   v v ω P . (15) 

Thus, from Eqs. (12) and (15), the optic flow measured by a 
camera can be expressed by the following relation. 

  
c

( , )
P

z

  
  Q Aω Bv BCω , (16) 

where zc is shown in Eq. (14) and C is a 3 3  matrix defined 
with the camera position. 
  From Eq. (16), the two components of optic flow can be 
expressed in the same way as Eqs. (3) and (4). Therefore, the 
motion estimation procedure explained in Subsection 2.2 can 
be expanded with small modifications for cameras placed off 
from the mass center of a vehicle.  
 
4.  Altitude Estimation Added to Motion Estimation 

 
For the estimation of the vehicle’s altitude from the ground, 

this section proposes an estimation procedure by using two set 
of optic flow measured by two cameras. 
  When one camera is assumed to be placed at the mass 
center of a vehicle, i.e. 0P  , the optic flow is expressed 
with Eq. (12). Then, define the following state variables 
instead of Eq. (10). 

  1 1 1:
TT T TU V W p q r     x V ω , (17) 

where U u z , V v z , and W w z . Then, since the 
vector 1x  has six components, all of the elements can be 
estimated through a standard procedure for WFI of optic flow. 
Furthermore, assume that the vehicle has another camera 
placed off from the mass center. Thus, the optic flow 
measured by the second camera is described by Eq. (16).  
  Multiplying zc in both sides of Eq. (16) leads the following 
relation: 

  c cz z P  Q Aω Bv BCω . (18) 

Here, note that since the two cameras are boarded on a vehicle, 
the state variables estimated from the second camera should 
be same as those from the first one. Thus, the 1V  and 1ω  
estimated from the first sensor can be substituted into Eq. (18) 
considering 1zv V . Then, the relation is  

 

Fig.2.  Spherical image plane placed off from the mass center of a 

vehicle. 
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Fig.3.  Camera’s translational motion induced by a rotation around 

the mass center of a vehicle. 
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6.  Conclusion 
   

This paper proposed a procedure to estimate both the 
vehicle’s altitude and its translational and rotational velocities 
by using two cameras. For this purpose, the relation between 
optic flow and the vehicle’s motion has been expanded so that 
they can deal with cameras placed off from the mass center of 
a vehicle. Then the estimation procedure has been introduced. 
The effectiveness of the proposed method has been verified by 
numerical simulations considering sensor noises. 
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